APPALACHIAN TRAIL SECTION BACKPACK
Trip Summary
HIGHLIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adding to your personal mileage on the AT!
Hiking both the Appalachian Trail and the Long Trail in Vermont
Backpacking through beautiful and historic Vermont in beautiful autumn weather
Sumitting Killington where the star was christened 'Verd-Mont' in 1763
Hiking the Clarenton Gorge, swimming in a high mountain lake, enjoying spectacular vistas
Refining our lightweight backpacking techniques so our packs stay under 30 lbs

Phone: 877-439-4042

Outside the US: 970-833-3132

Email: info@goodadventure.com

TRIP AT A GLANCE
Location:
Activities:
Arrive:
Depart:

Vermont
Hiking
Arrive Rutland Southern Vermont Regional Airport by 3 PM
Depart Rutland Southern Vermont Regional Airport anytime on the last day

Trip Overview
The Appalachian Trail, while often rugged and remote, is designed to accommodate both people who
want to hike the entire trail and those who choose to section hike it; that is, hike a new section every
year. This year we continue our tradition of offering a section hike - this year in Vermont through the
Green Mountains. Here the Appalachian Trail shares its path with another famous trail, Vermont's Long
Trail. These two trails journey together from the Mass./Vermont border to just past Killington Peak.
The terrain is a wonderful mix of rugged, rocky hiking and rolling forest trails.

Rating
This trip is rated 4 as it involves early mornings, strenuous hiking, carrying 30 pound packs, and
significant elevation gain and loss - the difficulty of the hiking is often greater than the mileage
indicates. You should be in very good physical condition and have wilderness backpacking experience.
Keep in mind that hiking a trail such as the Appalachian Trail is, indeed, not flat and mileage can be
quite deceiving. What may look like long mileage can go quite quickly if it is flatter and/or ridge walking
while often shorter mileage takes more time because of the elevation gains and losses. Please note
that any hiking on the AT involves steep descents and ascents with the possibility of 'exposure' (narrow
trails and/or steep drop offs on one or both sides of the trail.) If you have height issues, please check
with the office prior to registering. Rating: 1 2 3 [4] 5

What's Included
•
•
•
•

1 - 3 experienced AGC guides based on group size
two nights double occupancy lodging and five nights primitive camping
2 dinners at restaurants, all breakfasts (including on trail), all dinners on trail
group camping, cooking, and safety equipment

Not included: Transportation to/from Rutland, VT and the trip hotel (hotel has an airport shuttle), trail
lunches, alcoholic beverages, guide gratuities, personal expenses, activities not on the itinerary
Two experienced AGC backpacking guides Three nights hostel lodging, four nights tent camping Dinners
and breakfasts from dinner Sunday through breakfast the following Sunday Shuttles to and from the
trail head Group camping, cooking, and safety equipment For women arriving September XXX, the extra
fee covers a shared hotel room, breakfast, and instruction. Not included: Transportation to Harpers
Ferry, lunches and snacks, personal backpacking equipment (e.g. backpack and sleeping bag), alcoholic
beverages (not permitted on the trail), guide gratuities

OUR ITINERARY
Below is the itinerary we have planned for the trip. As is true on any adventure travel trip, plans for any specific
day may be modified due to weather considerations, unforeseen circumstances, new opportunities, and group
interests.
DAY 1
Arrival day! Please note: This trip is recommended for experienced backpackers. Our preference is that you have participated
in the Introduction to Lightweight Backpacking offered each year by AGC in June or have equivalent lightweight backpacking
experience. If this trip is the one that fits your schedule but you have never backpacked or if it has been a long time since you
have backpacked you will need to plan on arriving at the trip beginning 1 day early, 8/29/2020, by 3pm in order to
participate in an instruction day. The additional charge for this day will be $200 per person and will include a room at the trip
hotel (based on double occupancy) and guide. Otherwise your first day is Sunday, when you will meet at 4 p.m. at the
Holiday Inn, 476 Holiday Drive in Rutland, VT. If you are flying, there is a shuttle from the airport and you should plan to
arrive by 3:30 pm. We will start with introductions and a discussion of what to leave behind, and then go to dinner. We
spend the rest of our evening getting ready for our wilderness backpacking adventure and, as is always a good idea at the
beginning of a backpacking trip, get to bed early. (D)

DAY 2
Today, after breakfast, we will shuttle to our put in point, River Road in Killington, VT. Our hike takes us through Kent Pond,
Gifford Woods State Park, Sherburne Pass, Maine Junctions (where the Long Trail turns West) and on to our destination for
the night, Churchill Scott Shelter. Today is a series of â€˜upsâ€™ and â€˜downsâ€™ that will definitely give our legs a first
day workout. Mileage: 7.5 Longest continuous elevation gain: 1155 feet. Overnight: Churchill Scott Shelter B, D

DAY 3
Leaving Churchill Scott Shelter, we continue south heading first up Pico Peak and then onto the summit of Killington where
the state was christened "Verd-mont" (French for "green mountain" in 1763. From the summit, which is rocky and mostly
bare of vegetation, we will be treated to a panoramic vista of 5 states, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, Mass., and
Maine plus the southern provinces of Canada. Most of the trail today will be down with some sections steeper and more
rocky than others. Our knees will immediately be happy we have our hiking poles. The destination for tonight is Governor
Clement Shelter named after the 57th governor of Vermont. Mileage: 8.7 Longest continuous elevation gain: 2028 feet.
Overnight: Governor Clement Shelter B, D

DAY 4
Our trail today will offer everything from river crossings and brief ridge walks, 'ups' and 'downs', dense hardwood and
evergreen forest, water crossings to historic road crossing, one of which was built during the French and Indian Wars. One of
the more spectacular offerings is the suspension bridge spanning the beginning of the Clarenton Gorge over the Mill River.
Our destination tonight is the Minerva Hinchey Shelter area. Mileage: 9.8 Longest continuous elevation loss: 2523 feet.
Overnight Minerva Hinchey Shelter B, D

DAY 5
Another great day on the AT! We begin with an 'up' to Bear Mountain. We'll gain approximately 700 feet, then head down to
a road crossing at Wallingford Gulf Road. The AT is known for its consistent 'ups' and 'downs' and today we will experience
that consistency. After descending from Bear Mountain we will once again ascend to White Rocks Cliffs and White Rocks
Mountain where we will be rewarded with beautiful vistas. After admiring the view and catching our breath we will once
again descend -- this time to Little Rock Pond Shelter and the platform tenting area surrounding this beautiful mountain
pond. Swimming is definitely an option here! Mileage: 9.9 Longest continuous elevation loss: 1000 feet. Overnight Little Rock
Pond Shelter B, D

DAY 6
Today begins with a gradual descent from our campsite, past Branch shelter and Lost Pond shelter before beginning the long
but gradual ascent of Baker Peak. Again, we will be rewarded with a wonderful vista. The descent from Baker Peak is steep
and rocky but eventually gives way to a very pleasant down and even a bit of flat trail at the end of the day -- a rarity for the
AT! Our destination for the night is Griffith Lake tenting area. Mileage: 9.8 Longest continuous elevation gain: 1114 feet.
Overnight: Griffith Lake B, D

DAY 7
Unfortunately this is our last day on trail although, you could just re-supply and keep going! For most of us thought, home is
beckoning! This morning by comparison to our other mornings can be a bit leisurely, allowing us to thoroughly enjoy being
on the AT before making our way to the pick up point. Our hike today may be short but definitely will not disappoint. We
begin with (of course!) an up! We’ll summit Styles Peak for a last vista and then head down to Mad Tom Notch where our
shuttle will be awaiting to whisk us back to civilization -- a shower and soft bed! Mileage: 5.1 Longest continuous elevation
gain: 1032 feet. Hotel in Rutland, VT. B, D

DAY 8
Zero miles? What will our bodies think?! After meeting for one last time at our hotel for breakfast we will say our last goodbyes and those of you driving are free to leave. If you are flying out, the hotel has an airport shuttle and you can plan to fly
out anytime. Hotel check out is 12 noon.

ADDITIONAL TRIP INFORMATION
Getting There
Please plan to arrive Vermont Airport no later than 3pm on 8/30/2020 for an on time first meeting of 4:00pm. We will be
staying at the Holiday Inn in Rutland (airport location) and they have an airport shuttle.
If you would like assistance with airfare, we recommend contacting our AirDesk Partner, Exito Travel. Start by submitting this
form. Just fill in your dates and destinations, including any additional notes about preferred carriers, class of service, possible
stopovers, etc., and an agent will typically respond via email within a few hours. If you prefer to call, the number is 800-6554053; be sure to tell them you are traveling with Adventures in Good Company.
Please note: Most of the international airlines are in-network for Exito, so they do not charge extra for their services (and often
have access to discounted rates). When necessary, processing fees out-of-network carriers are minimal at around $35-$50 per
ticket.

Accommodations
We will stay the first and last night in a hotel near near the Rutland Southern Vermont Regional Airport in Rutland, VT. for ease
of both arrival and departure. There are 2 single supplements available for these two night for an additional $200. In between
there are five nights of camping. Most nights we stay in or near a shelter with varying amenities (e.g. fire pit, composting
outhouses) depending on whether we are in designated wilderness or state park lands. All our camping sites have water
nearby.

Travel Insurance
We recommend that you purchase a travel protection plan to help protect you and your travel investment against the
unexpected. For your convenience, we offer travel protection through Travelex Insurance Services. For more information on the
available plans or to enroll, visit www.travelexinsurance.com or call 1-800-228-9792 and reference location number 06-0331.
Travelex Insurance Services, Inc CA Agency License #0D10209. All products listed are underwritten by, Berkshire Hathaway
Specialty Insurance Company, NAIC #22276.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Cancellation charges reflect the many expenses Adventures in Good Company cannot recover if you cancel, even if you must do
so due to illness, injury, or personal emergencies. These fees are not meant to be punitive. The charges made reflect the
expenses Adventures in Good Company has incurred in administering your reservation and planning for your participation. We
recognize that the majority of those who cancel their reservations do so out of necessity. Please note that we do not make any
refunds for any unused portion of your trip, not arriving, arriving late, or leaving the trip early.
Click here for our Cancellation & Payment Policies and Booking Terms & Conditions.

